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January 8, 2009

Scott Edmunds, PhD  
Senior Editor  
BMC-Series Journal  
BMC Pediatrics  

RE: Formatting Changes of Manuscript #9764537292074621  

Dear Dr. Edmunds:  

Attached with this letter is the version of the original manuscript entitled “Bone Growth during Rapamycin Therapy in Young Rats” which has been formatted according to Core pre-accept instructions. The following changes have been made:

1. Author List- the name of Yu-Zhu He has been changed in the submission system to conform with the manuscript format  
2. Authors’ Contributions – The statement “all authors read and approved the manuscript” has been added  
3. Figure legend 1 graphics have been changed to text  
4. Figures have been uploaded in the Figure section of the submission system as powerpoint (PPT) presentation  
5. Table 1 and Table 2 have been added as additional files which were inserted after the Figure legend page. An additional file page has been added.  
6. The text has been submitted as a Word document  
7. The title capitalization has been removed  
8. E-mail addresses have been added  
9. Capitalization of the section headings were removed  
10. Underlining was removed  

Thank you for your attention to this matter.

Sincerely,

Cheryl P. Sanchez, MD  
3590 MSC/ Pediatrics  
University of Wisconsin School of Medicine & Public Health  
1300 University Avenue  
Madison, WI 53711  
cpsanchez@pediatrics.wisc.edu  
Phone: (608) 262-5602  
Fax: (608) 265-2556